
Imperfect Information in Health Care Markets

Exercise Session 8 - Genetic Tests and Premium Risk



Questions about the lecture



Exercise 17

Assume that all people in our economy are similar and have the

same Bernoulli utility function u(x) =
p
x . A person has wealth

W = 9 and falls ill with probability 1/2. When falling ill the person

needs treatment costing L = 5. Assume that many insurance

companies without administrative costs compete perfectly in the

insurance market.

a) Determine the risk premium of a consumer for a full coverage

contract. What contract will be o↵ered in equilibrium?



F-✗c. 17. a)

Rp = what the Consumer would pray more than his expectedcosfs to a void In loffery .

F- (✗| =
E - 9 + £ . (9-5) = 6,5 expected in come

→ etpected utility without
Eln) = I. V9' t E TEST = 2,5

insurauce

RP is given by U (EK) - R:P) = Eln)

⇒ V6.5.AT = 2,5

=) 6,5 - RP = 6,25

⇐) RP = 0,25

in equilibrium : Full coverage Contract at a fair premiump-0,5. 5=2,5

(this eeadsto an expected utility Ecu) = 59-2,7 = 2,55)

↳ etpected utility from inswana
Contract



Exercise 17 b)

Suppose a genetic test becomes available: The test results can be

either ”high risk” (h) or ”low risk” (l). Those that test have a 50%

chance of getting either result. High risk people have probability

3/4 and low risk people have the probability 1/4 of falling ill.

1. Calculate the risk premium of an h type and the risk premium

of an l type (again using a full coverage contract).

2. Assume everyone gets tested and the insurance companies can

make their contracts dependent on the test result. What

contracts will they o↵er? How do profits and expected utility

change compared to a)?

3. Assume that insurance companies are prohibited from making

their contracts contingent upon the test results. How do

expected utility and insurance profits change compared to a)?

(Note: you do not have to calculate the equilibrium contracts

to answer this question qualitatively.)



Exe
.
1¥:# b)

1. h - typen 's utility of no insurauee :

F- tut = & - TEE + ¥ Mg = ¥
→ & =

: FEIERT ⇒ RP = %
¥7. ¥.

l - type 'S Utility of no insurance :

F- (ul -- te TE + EVE = ¥
→ 4- =

" 59-9--7 ⇐ , % = 1¥ - Rio

⇐ > RP = %

2. oftered contract with observability:

full coverage Contract at premium pn = ¥ -5=-5,75 for high type

and pe = ¥ .g- = 1,25 for low tspe

Profits are zero for ihsarauceslpesfect.competition)

Expeded utilities: F- (q) = 59-3,77 = 2,29 for high type

F- tue ) = 59-1,7 = 2,78 for eowfy.pe
⇒ Mauerte, EIN⇐2,53<2,55

l
Eln) in a) without

tests



3. equilibrium contract giveu by the RS - model :

-

h - type gets the save contract as in the observablen case

- l - type gets a parfial coverage contract
ke like less than in the observablen Cage

⇒ Consumer surpkes is lower than in the observablen case
,
kenn also lower than
without tests

.

Jusuoauas still make Zero profits .



Exercise 17 c)

Consider now a profit maximizing insurance monopolist. How does

your answer in a) and b.1) and b.2) change?



F- xc
. 174

Remember from a) :
RP = ¥ without the test

the insuraue monopolist will offen fullinsurauce Contract at premium ps
""

= d. L + RP
-

fair premium ↳
maximal

under perfid umarmt
Wmpetition the

monopolist= 0,5. 5 + ¥ = 2,75 can extraA

in b. 1) : RP = % for Goth types

⇒ the monopolist will offen the contract,

Prüm = 0, 75.5 + % = ¥6 , qYou = 1 for the high type

and püun = 925.5 + % = %
, gehen -- 1 for the low type

RP
←

in b.2) : profits of the monopolist from each Contract ARE % < ¥ = Trikont tests

exp . utility of the high tgpe : Egfu) = TEE = JE = & →

- " - low type : Edu ) =Aj = Ayn = ¥
→

0h "erdige , Etat
-

_% ⇐ 2,5
,

tue saure utility Consumers
had without the test



Exercise 18

In Germany (private) health insurers are required to charge a

constant premium over the life cycle. We use the premium risk

model from the lecture: 2 periods, income W in each period,

everyone has low risk ↵l of a loss L in period 1, probability 1� � of

an increase of risk to ↵h in period 2, perfect competition.

a) Calculate the constant premium that yields zero expected

profits to insurers under the assumption that no one switches

insurers in period 2.



F-✗c. 18 at

What are the expected costs for the ihsurauce in period 1 and2 ?

In period 1 : de . L

In period 2 : ( 1 . de + (1-7) . Lu) - L

⇒ to make etactly zero profits, iusurauas will Charge the constaut premium

p = ✗e+1;"".-
average ltpecfed cosff per

period



Exercise 18 b)

Given the premium from the previous subquestion, what would

happen if consumers could switch insurers in period 2?



F-✗c. 1861

low risk types would
want to Switch innerer as ✗e < dt-A.kz?-H&-

↳
in period 2

auf insurauces would other them contract at premium ✗e dae to perfect competition .



Exercise 18 c)

Compare the premium of the first subquestion with the premiums

under ”guaranteed renewal”. What are the implications?



F-✗c. 184

guarauteed renewal : the insarauce guarantees the Save premium in the second as in the first

period for some fee the Consumer pays in the first period (additional to

his premium)

→ consumer pays for the risk of an increase
in risk level in period 2 aloeady in perioe 1 , here no one

has an iuceutive to Switch in peiod 2

premio under guarauteed renewal :

p! = ✗
e-
L + (1-# Ku - ✗e) -L
-

I Ke for premiumguarautee
fair insuoauce

premium
= ltpected added Cost for insurauce.

in period 2

p! = ✗e. Ü

implications : wow
,
the Consumer pags in total a kigher aunouwf in period 1 and a lower aurouuf

in period 2 .
This night had to budget constraints

.



Exercise 18 d)

Suppose now that in period 2 everyone’s health deteriorates. More

precisely, assume that the risk is ↵m > ↵l with probability � and

↵h > ↵m with probability 1� �.

1. Calculate the constant premium that yields zero profits to

insurers (without switching).

2. Compare it to the premiums with ”guaranteed renewal”.



F-xc
.

18d)

1. anstaut premium that yields Zero profits to insurers :

paust = ✗e+1✗mjHH✗_ .L

2. guaromteed renewal : (when the lower premium dm - L < ✗
„
L is guarauteed

for pesiod2 )
p! = de - L + U- * (✗

n
- dm) . L

p! = am . K

I Fk- note .

.

for Lm z ✗in being very large Compact to he, xe

planst < p! is possible .

So you would payueooe

in the second peiiod

⇒ in general ,
it is not so dear whether budget Constraints are

related more by the anstaut premium



Exercise 19

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using ”last year health

care expenditures of insured”as an explanatory variable in a risk

adjustment scheme.



F-xc .
19

advantages : - redaus the inaktives for ihsurauas to engage in risk Selection (but this night beachieved with
other measures as well)

- in theory,
much higher predictive power as healthcare expenditures teud to

be

f.eriallgconelateddigaduaufag.es
: -

reducedihceutires for innerer to out costs (high expenditurestodag
had to high payment next year)
⇒ more wade has to be expected

- variable not available for new
inflow (Kids

,
people from abroad

, . . .)

Coudusion : - ltpeuditure shouldnot indude administrative cost or cost of bonus benefit (gym snbscription
,
-)

- HCC might be a beller measure since
it is Werder for the insurauce to misrepreseut it

„↳ "

hierarchisch coexisting conditions


